Professor Heck starts off boldly with the declaration,?"It is time that recent modifications of the honored doctrine of formal discipline should have more effect on our practice." He devotes his first chapter to an analysis of the chief problems of current pedagogy. Of these, the most difficult he considers, "the practical modification of courses and methods so as to gain from each and every part of each and every study its real, not to strive for its imagined disciplinary value." With so great an undertaking in hand, it is just as well that Mr. Heck puts himself on the safe side by adding, "The problems of mental discipline are too unsettled at present for anyone to be dogmatic or to attempt more than brief suggestions."
The author's secondary purpose is "to sum up and organize the discussions and experiments," and this he has done most ably. He remarks, "In class discussion of the doctrine of formal discipline, we have felt the need of such a symposium of opinions to put in the hands of students as a source-book for parallel reading." This need he has filled in a highly satisfactory manner.
His own contributions, naturally, are less satisfactory,?no more
